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Abstract

The real and imaginary par& of the dielectric response of surface state elecrrons (SSE) on belrum films adsorbed on oxidjted Si
platele~shave been measured with a microwave cai-ity at 10 GFIt. Preliminary measuremcnrs laken at T= 1.2 I( show an abrupt
increase of the SSE mobility at electron densitis near 10" crn-'. which is sugestive ol quantum melting o l the 'Wiser solid.
Reproducibility of this effect on diBcrent Si wafers is discussed.

1. Introduction

The phase diagram of the two-dimensional
electron system (2DES) at low temperature 7 is
characterized by a freezing of the Coulomb gas to
a Wjgner solid at low electron density uz, where
electrons behave classically, and, more i.nrerestingly, by a quantum melting of the Wigner solid
ro a degenerate Fermi liquid at high n. The classical
part of the 2DES phase diagram, in particular the
Wigner cr ystallizarion, has been investigated using
SSE on the surface of liquid helium, an almost
ideal substrate owing to its pure and predictable
experimental conditions [ i 1.However, an jnsrability of !.he charged surface limits the accessible
range of electron density to n = 2 x lo9 ernp2. A
thin helium f l m is instead additionally stabilized
by van der Waals forces which allow the film to
reach higher n and rhus permit study of the influence of the Fermi energy and possibly the quantum
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rnelti.ng [2]. So far only the reverse [ransirion from a degenerate Ferrnj gas to a Wigner solid has been observed in semiconductor heterostruccures using extremely high magnetic fields.
On a n helium film, the direc~Coulomb repulsjon
is weakened by the screening due to the substrate
which leads to a shrinking of the solid phase in
the (n,T)phase diagram. In particular, the quantum
region of the phase diagram is pushed to lower
electron densjties [ 2 ] . This reduction increases as
the film thickness decreases Etz et al. [3] demonstrated that it is possible to charge helium films to
electron densities up ro n z 10"
and found
that at such n the film thickness is greatly reduced
and is essenriaIly determined by the large elccrrostatic pressure. The reduction of the film thickness
during chargng (at n 2 101° cm - l ) has the effect
of increasing the probability that the SSE will
tunnel through the film at some rough spot on the
surface. On an insulating substrate, those electrons
which pass through the helium film stick to the
surface, prevent other electrons from tunneling and
become scattering and pinning centers for the
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movement of the SSE on the film. Furthermore, as
the film gets thinner, rhe lateral movement of the
SSE becomes increasingly perturbed by the roughness of the underlying substrate and by the presence of surface impuritjes. T h i s is the cause of the
progressive disappearance of the signal in lowfrequency conductivity measurements as the
electron density approaches 10" cm-'. To avoid
this complication, we have measured the response
of the SSE at microwave frequencies.

2. Experimental

The experimental setup consists of a cylindrical
cavity 19.5 mm in diameter and 20 mm in lengh,
forming a microwave resonator which is excited in
the fundamental TM,,, mode at a frequency
jz 10 GHz. A rectangular (30 mm x 10 mm) oxidized silicon platelet, which serves as a substrate
for the helium film; is placed along the axis of the
cavity, para.Ile1 to rhe high frequency electric field
of this mode. T h e cavity is inserted in a closed
copper cell immersed in the liquid helium of a
glass dewar. During the measurements, high-purity
helium gas is condensed into the sample cell at 1.2
K . The level of liquid helium inside the cavity with
respect to the top face or the SiO, can be adjusted
using the frequency shift of the cavity itself as a
level meter. The helium film is charged by firing a
small filament mounted at the top of the cavity
every 2 3 s and by increasing very slonlly tbe
clamping voltage U:applied between the isolated
Si platelet and the grounded cavity, in order to
guarantee a saturated charging of the film. During
the charging, the resonance frequency f of tbe
cavity and the transmitted power P are recorded
by a computer. From P and J we then calculate
the djmensionless relative absorption a and the
effective susceptibility of the SSE: which represent
the imaginary and real components, respectively:
of the dielectric function t ( o , k ) of the SSE ar fixed
LL) and k .

p-Sj wafers with SiO, thicknesses d, of 2600 and
4900 (Sil), and from a sputtered psi wafer
d, z 5000 (Sill). Fig. 1 shows the results taken
on SII plated with a 400 A thick hellurn film,
plotted against U. Assuming that the film is
charged ar saturation, n = e , ~ U l d , e , where E , 2 4
is the permittivity of SiO,. For the data presented
here n z 4 x 10'' cm-' for U = 1 V. As the electron
density n is increased from n-0, we find three
prominent structures appearing in both x and 2.
First, at low n, u and 2 are seen to vary linearly
with n, althou~hwith slopes of opposite sign. This
is the expected behavior For non-interacting
electrons. Secondly, around L
' = 0.3 V, both curves
bend over to a region with a much smaller slope,
implying a reduction in the SSE mobility. We
interpret this kink as the transi~ionfrom the classical Coulomb gas to a Wigner solid pinned to the
)
surface. Its loca~ion(ftz1.3 x 10'' ~ m - is~ much
h.igher than the vaiue of -2.5 x lo9 cm-2 obtaioed
by extrapolating the experimental phase diagram
on bulk belium to 1.2 K . Ths is due to shielding
effects caused by the finite polarizability of the
Si02 layer and Fermi energy corrections. The
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3. Results and discussion
4 s substrates for the helium films we have so
far studied platelets cut from thermally oxidized

Fig 1. Absorption z (top) and susceptibility (bottom) oC [he
SSE taken on SiI and on SiII (insert)as runc~ionsof the clamping voltage. Int~ialhelium film thickness -4CCl .i
Sec
. text for
delails.
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rounding of this transitjon is probably related lo
inhomogeneities of the SiO, surface. Similar behavior has been found in low-frequency conductivity
measurements of SSE on different substrates [4].
Fitlally, at U around 1 V, a and ;I displav a second
step, such that the SSE mobility appears to increase
again. Note that the signals after the step assume
values close to the linear extrapolation of the data
at low U. This, together witb the fact that the
feature occurs at a value of n which is expected
from theoretical arguments [ 2 ] : is suggestivs of a
quantum melting of the electron system from a
Wigner solid ro a degenerate Fermi gas.
This result cannot be explained as a plasmon
resonance of the free SSE, because for our
cavity, it is expected to occur a t a density
n 2 3 x l O I 3 cm-': 700 times more than \vreobserve.
Furthermore, rhis step cannoc be due to charge
carriers inside the Si substrate. The p-Si, together
with the S i 0 2 layer, forms a MOSFET-like structure with the electrons on top of the He film as
the gate electrode. Owing to the strong clamping
field. a 2D hole gas (2DHG) develops in the lowest
sublevel of the inversion layer ar the interface
between Si and SiO,. This 2DHG, of the same
density as the 2DEG on top o i the He film, also
sives rise to microwave absorprion. However, in
the range of U values used jn our measureme~lts,
the contribution of the 2DHG, as well as that of
the charge carriers in the bulk si, is quite small.
To prove that this is indeed the case, we evacuated
the sample cell so that only a few monolayers of
He covered the Si platelet. and repeated the charging procedure. The result is displayed in Fig. 2.
The larger noise is due to temperature fluctuations
in the cavity after each firing of the filament, which
are now much larger than before due to the absence
of a superfluid film. Both curves, x and x, are
straight lines parallel t o the horizontal axis up to
U = 10 V. This means that neither the electrons
which are strongly bound to the SiO, surface nor:
more importantly, the charge carriers inside the Si:
give rise to any appreciable conlrjbution to the
microwave signal in our measurements. After this
dry charging, we iepeaied the measurements with
2 saturated helium film (see Fig. 2). The new curves
are similar to those of Fig. l ? but with two important differences: ( 1 ) ths voltage scale is shifted to
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Fig. 1.Absorption 2 Itop) aoc susceptibiliry ,y (bottom) of the
SSE as Cunctkons of the clamping voltage rnfasured on a "dry"
SiO, surface (conriouous line) and on a 400.4 thick helium film.
right aCter the "dry" cbargng (dotted ljnc).

higher values to overcome the repulsive potential
due to the electrons pinned to the SjO,, and (ii)
the overall change in cr. is much smaller, implying
a lower mobility of the SSE: probably caused by
scattering with an increased number of surface
defects.
Fig. 1 also shows curves taken on SiII of similar
shapes to those on SiI. It is interesting to note that
compared to SiI, the changes in cc and 1 are about
rwo times and eight times smaller, respectively.
These differences can be explained jn terms of a
lower mobility on SiII, a resull expected due to
the surface of the sputtered Si. which is obviously
not as smooth as that of SiI. Besides this, the
second step occurs at a different voltage. Similar
shifts have also been found with the same sample
after several charging runs or after thermal cycling
to room temperature. In other words. the quantitative reproducibility of the data so far seems to
depend very much on the "history" of the sample.
Systematic measurements are now in progress to
better understand these effects. The next goal is to
map out the phase diagram.
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